WINDHOEK – Paulus Moses will defend his WBA lightweight championship for the second time in two weeks in his native capital city of Windhoek.

It will be a war you way you slice it. Undated WBA lightweight champion Paulus “The Hitman” Moses (25-0, 17 KOs) is hard at work in preparations to defend his title on May 29 at the OK Parking opposite Kulahari Sands Hotel.

Moses will take on WBA interim lightweight champion Miguel Acosta of Venezuela (26-3-2, 20 KOs). Prior to Moses’s current reign of world champion, the biggest name fighter from his country was former world champion celery Simon who owns a win over a primed Ronald “Winky” Wright.

Moses knows with a win over Acosta he can look for bigger opportunities against bigger names. He has to fight hard to make a historic break though and make more money in the boxing discipline.

Moses and his trainer/promoter and promoter are both confident of getting the victory over Acosta.

“This is my home and no one coming here to beat The Hitman. I know that my opponent has earned this opportunity the hard way,” advocates Nestor Tobias.

Moses says: “I know Acosta has a lot of talent, but this is about拼搏 the Hitman is the champion and Acosta has a lot of courage. I am going to go out there and do what I have to do. I have a lot of confidence in myself, my fans and my support team.”

Moses knows with a win over Acosta, he will be the WBA lightweight champion again.

“My goal is to get the world title back and then I can focus on the other championships in the lightweight division. For our country, we want to do more things. We want to be a country where boxing is respected. I want to bring that respect back to the country.”

Moses says: “I will have the best team in the world. I know that we can bring the best team to the ring against Acosta.”

“Acosta has a lot of talent, but the Hitman is the champion and he will give him a hard time for a very long time. It will be a war because of the boxers’ styles and there is no one is going home disappointed.”

The boxing bonanza will see two local boxers, Chris Ukelo and Davis Iita will await to face their opponents.

The boxing premier Moses Nangolo announced last Wednesday that he has lined up boxers to trade shots at Nujoma Stadium in Windhoek.

The announcement was made at Telecom Headquarters, the company that generously provided sponsorship to the tune of N$88,000.

Telecom Namibia Managing Director Frank Ndomo mentioned the historical significance of providing sponsorship to Namibian boxing events.

“We have provided sponsorship to boxing since the 1990s and are proud that we have created champions, and some of them are here with us (referring to Joseph “Smockey” Kambombo, who will be the main attraction on the night of the bonanza)” and we shall create more champions.”
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WINDHOEK – Kinda Boxing Promotion will host a battle of champions this Saturday.

The fight will be between two local boxers, Chris Ukelo and Davis Iita.

The boxing promotion Kinda Nangolo announced last Wednesday that he has lined up boxers to trade shots at Nujoma Stadium in Windhoek.
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